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PREFACE

.Although the dnmaa. ot B.,ron are inaignificant so far u the whole
of his llteraq ou� is concem.� they- nevertheless give an important
insight

into

the character of B.,ron tbeartia� It is Byron's purpose

tor writing the dramas themselves that 1a important to the student ot
Byron.
The nineteenth centur., was faced with a dearth of good drama, and
Byron realized this. He attempted to f'Ul this YOid nth· a ·type ot
drama which he hoped 1it'OUl.d revolutionise the Filgl1 ab stage. He thought
that drama which

was a return to the apil"it of the Greeks would be the

answer, and he undertook to Wl"ite drama based on Greek models. However,
his talent vas not for the theatre,- though it was ditticult for him to
accept defeat on the stage. After he realized that bis idea ot drama
would not be successful., he nmtrsed hia intention and produced one last
drama� Werner, which vaa full � mystery and gothic horror-what nine
teenth centur., audiences liked. Paradoxf.cal.q enough� this proved to be
his best play' atruc�, and the � one success.ful. on the stage.
He tried to say that he had never wanted success on the stage-that
he had been writing

ror a

"mental. theatre"-bo.t his efforts were 1n vain.

I trust tbat this study' will reveal that so tar as his carrer as a dram
atis1. is concemed> Byron was a disappointed idealist who tried every vrq
he knew how to disguise his defeat.
W. D. T.
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BYRON AND THE THEATRE
Byron I s career as a dramatist is not an outstanding aspect ot
his fame when the "Byronic legend" is viewed as a whole. Byron waa
first and last a poet, and be is a1ways considered as one. How,
then, are we to differentiate the dramatist from the poet? The
answer is quite simple: In his career as a dramatist, be never
ceased to be a poet.

!here£ore,. we must consider this phase o! his

career mainly as a segment of his poetic career, for all of his
dramas were poetic.
A distinction can often be drawn between 11poeti<: drama" and
•dramatic poetry," but with Byron this distinction is practically
impossible..

It is not so difficult to establish :Lt in!'!!._�, but

this drama is a definite exception in many ways, for Werner ba8
more theatrical possibilities than do his other dramas.
Accepting the general estimate that the dramas are buieally
poetr.y, it is logical to ask 'WbT Byron� already an established
poet. undertook to write drama. To explain this, two factors must
be com,idered:

(1) The interest that he had shown in the theatre

before he undertook drama, and (2) certain major events in his life
which warranted poetic treatment and which could be advantageousq
expressed in a dramatic form, the events being dramatic in them
selves.
Byron was always an avid theatre-goer. When. be was only ti-ve,

2

his nurse took him to the theatre to see� Ta:ning ��Shrew .. · He
watched the performance quietl7mtil the scene between Catherine and
Petnicbio where Catherine says:
I know it is the moon.
and Petruchio answers:
Nay, then; you lieJ it is tht blessed s,m 1
Here the lad jumped t.rom hie eeat and boldly cried out, "But I sq it
is the moon, sir� nl
At Harrow the boy found a more orthodox means ot delivering a
speech to an audience. On July 24, l8o4, bie mother

wrote

to a :friend

of a recent report she had :received of a speech her son had made to
the school �uly 5, 180�, and that he bad "acquitted himself uncOJranon
ly weu .. u2
The following year there were similar speeches• Dr. Joseph
Drury, then headmaster at Harrow, foresaw a career in oratory for the
boy • .3 For his subjects Byron chose Lear's address to the storm and
Zanga, s speech over the body ot Alonzo, trom Yotmg I s tragedy,

!!!!

Revenge. Both these express vehement paesion. 4
It is said that Byron's speaking debut at Harrow was his first

l

Ernest J. Lovell, Jr.� editor,

2

fil:!. !!!z ��Voice .,

p•

Rowland E. Prothero, editor ., Letters and Journals of Lord
Byron, II, 27.
3
Ibid., P• 29.
�
Ibid.

-

.3.

3
taste 0£ the sweets of applause.;
Byron bas given a rather complete picture

or his histrionic ex

ploits in Detached Thoughts. In 1821, reneeting on his formative
years, he writes:
When I was a youth, I was reckoned as a good actor.
Besides 1Harrow Speeches• (in which I shone) I enacted
1 Penruddock' in the •wheel or Fortune,' and 1 Tristram
Fickle' in Allingham's farce of 'the Weathercock,' for
three nights (the duration of our compact}, in some
private theatricals at Southwell in 1806. o
He composed "the occasional prologue for our volunteer play," and
it seems that Byron and the young ladies and gentlemen of the
neighborhood who performed with him enjoyed success.
Two years later, in 1808, he decided to "get up a play here at
Newstead. « The play was Young's � Revenge, and he chose to play
the part of Zanga, which he had recited in part some years before at

Harrow. 7
It is pertinent to include the two speeches Byron made in the
House of Lords in 1812 ae part of his theatrical career. He was
evidently still or the opinion that hie aristocratic audience would
appreciate the same type of oration that his schoolmates at Harrow
had. ., and his delivery was criticised as being "too theatrical end

5

David v. Erdman, "Byron's Stage Fright: The Hi1,;tory of his
Ambition and Fear of Writing for the Stage.," JELH, (September, 1939),
219...243.

6

Letters

!!!£

Journals, V, 445.

Erdman, ££• ill• P• 22.5, states that "he now wanted _t£
relivs that triumph with a full company. 11

4
sing-song. n8

In 1814 the 0youtb0 ot the Waite:r •s Club ( of which Byron was a
member) put, on

a masquerade tor Wellington and Company.

The next year,

when Byt-on was on the Sub-Committee of Drury Lane, the same masquerade
was given b7 a company or professionals. Byron, Douglas Kinna:ird, and
"one or two others" put on masques and went on the stage with the
masquere. Byron wanted "to see the effect of a theatre from the stage."
He remarked ., "It ia veey grand."9
To maey commentators on the somewhat sporadic "tbeatrica1 career"
of Byron, the events just mentioned could show a trend ot growing en
thusiasm-rising from minor theatricals at Harrow to an aspiration to
the Drury Lane stage. Although these "performances• were never more
than amateurish infatuations ., and perhaps are of little consequence
when considering the 1Ue of the man, when considering Byron as a writer
of drama, these events do show a sustained interest 1n histrionics in
general• and Ca1wrt bas very aptly remarked that "his attitude toward
the theatre was partly that of an amateur actor. n10
ffllat Erdman cites as Byron's final attempt at acting occurred at
Pisa. He was trying to get up a performance of Othello. He later re-

8

Dictionarz

2! National

Biograph)') III, S90.

9

Letters � Joumals V, 444.

10
William J. Calwrt,

!3zron:

Romantic Paradox, P• 1.$.$.

lated the event to Medwin, who wrote of it1

•Lord Byron was to be Iago.

Orders were given for the .fitting ••• rehearsals of a few scenes took
place. � • • All at once a dif'ticulty arose about a Desdemona, and 1 the
Guiccioli put ber veto on our theatricals. tall
All ot the previously mentioned events reveal B,ron • s interest in
the theatre I but. it must be pointed out that they all have one thing in
common: every one ot them was a conscious contrivance on Byron is part.
Although the,- g1ve defin1te proof of his interest in the theatre, they
are perhaps not as revealing ot his true dramatic nature as a certain
e'V811t which waa definitel7 � contrived. On one occasion, when Ticknor
was visiting Byron, and the conversation turned to the theatre, the
latter imitated perfectly the manner of Munden, Braham, Cooke, and
Kemble, "while affirming hie enthusiasm for the theatre. nl2
These 1llustraticme cover m.arq- years. Indeed, Byron, even in his
exile, showed a love and an interest in participating in the theatre.
However, BJJ'On • s lo-ve of drama can be aeen :In cartail'l aspects of his
lite which are not related to the theatre. It bas been said that
"circumstancee made a dramatic figure of h1m. nl3 This eeems a fair
statement. In his formative yeara be dewloped a certain aelf'-conecious-,
11
. Erdman, P• 226, quoting 'nlomas Medwin, Conversations . .!?,!
� Byron, I. 141.
12

13

Calvert, P• 15$.

J. Stephens, E. L. Beck, and R.H. Snow, editors, English
Romantic Poets, p. 2)3.

6

ness that be never lost. His mother's attitude toward bi.a was change
able-ranging froa wannest affection to hearUesaly branding him with
the epithet "lame brat.•
Byron vu very self-conscious about hia deformed foot, and could
not tolerate such treatment.

In order to defend himsel.t from such

criticism be developed a definite sense of superiority. This sense ot
euperiority was enhanced 1n 1798, vbell he became the sixth Lord Byron.
He always kept. this superior concept of himBelt. He vaa criticised for
man,- things as his 11.t'e progressed, but his sense of superiorit,' alwB7S
served as a means or de.tense. In Canto III

or Childe Harold he vrote:

He who ucends tbe mountain tops •••
Must look down on t� hate of those below.
Thia vaa alva,a the atti�e of Byron the man• and most especiall,- that

ot Byron

the dramatist.

By 180.5, tbe year Byron entered Cambridge, (he wu seventeen) this
feeling of superiority was .firmly fixed in bis character.

He protected

this superior feeling by- participating in sports such as SWinmdng, rid
ing, and fencing, where h1a defect vould not be noticed as easil7. More

-

significantly, he began to write poetry-. His Hours of Idleness was published in 18o7. Because .Brougham� in The Edinburgh Review, slashed out
so at this volume, Byron later the same year began to strike back by
beginning a satire of contemporary literature entitled English Bards�
Scotch Reviewers.

This attracted some public attention.

Byron graduated from Cambridge in 1806 1 and iD July, 1809, .he and

7

John Cam Hobhouse, a college friend, set out on an extended tour of the
This was a romantic expedition in every sense of the word;

Near East.

it included such £eats as swimming the Hellespont and writing a paesion
a� lyric to Teresa Macri, a fifteen-year-old girl in Athens (i.e. "Maid

er

Athene"}.
When he returned, in July, 1811, he brought with him the first wo

eantoe of Childe Harold's Pilgrµ1age. which, when published, brought him
immediate tame.
He was handsome; he was a popular poet, an experienced traveller,
a member

or the House of Lords, and be achieved inevitable popularity in

London society.
It is at this point that Byron's career was pointed toward the
theatre.
Drury Lane Ti:leatre had burned

on February 3, 1809, and it was re

opened in the autumn of 1812. In August of the latter year a contest
was sponsored to select an address to be delivered at the reopening.
Lord Holland suggested that B;yTOn enter the competition, but he de
clined, saying ,
Under all the circumstances, I should hardly wish a
contest with Philodrama......Philo-Drury••• and all the anto
nymes and synonymes of committee candidates• Seriously, I
think you have a chance of something much betterJ for pro
loguizing is not my forte, and, at all events, either my
pride or l'llY modesty won• t let me incur the hazard of having
m.r rhymes buried in next month's magazine.14

l4

Letters� Journals, II,

141.

8

More will be said later concerning Byron's refusal to compete.

However, all his fears of competition were appeased, because all the
addresses received were rejected, and the canmittee sponsoring the con•
test approached the popular young poet requesting him to write an
address auitable for the opening. He wrote an address seventy-three
lines, in couplet f'orm. It was spoken by Robert William Elliston, a
Drurr Lane act.or, who was Byron's first choice as a "good deliverer. nl5
This was an important opportunity £or Byron. From his otthand re•
action to Lord Holland1s first request he now became var:, much con•
cerned about the success ot the address, and after suggesting the proper
actor to deliver it, he communicated with Lord Holland in great detail
about certair1 passages and even single words.
The address was delivered on the evening of October 10, 1812.
James Perry, in the Morning Chronicle, on October 12, 1812, reviewed
both Elliston'• delivery and the address very harshly-. Byron was hurt,
of course, and he chose a very clever means or making light of his in•
ju.ey. Dr. Thomas
on October

14,

Busb7 had

entered an address in the competition, and

just two days after Perry- 1 s slashing article appeared,

Busby's son attempted to force his way onto the stage and give his
father's address. Byron seized this opportunity to save race. He wrote
a parody" or Dr. Busby'•·s address called Parenthetical Address* and signed
it

"Dr•

Plagiary." This served to make light of one ot the rejected

Ibid., II, 146.
-

9
addresses to the public and thereby gain more sympathy for Byron. He
requeste4 Murray to get "this Parody of a peculiar kind" put in several
of the papers; ttpart1cularly the Mornin& Chronicle," and as a profession•
al gesture, to sm.ooth his hurt pride he added, "Tell

Mr.

Perry I for•

give him all he had said, and may: sa:r against !St address. u16
Poetic triumphs such as

!!!!. Corsair, 1!!!, Giaour,

� Bride

,2!

· Abydos, and Lara continued throughout 1813 and l8llh · •. He took Lord
Salisbury's box at Covent Garden for the 1813•14 .season. ·He was now
very 111Uch a part of the high societq of London. Neve� stooping below the
plateau. ot the aristocrat� .. B,yron had never· accepted payment tor any- ot
his poetry. But at this point it was necessary for him to ta,ce the re•
alities ot

wani.ng

finances. Even Hewtead Abbey, part

ot

the endowment

that accompanied his title, had to be sold beca\15e he was �ble to pay
the heavy mortgages that were attached to it.
As a possible means of alleviating his firiancial..strain he began

to

think of marriage. In 1812 he had proposed marriage to Anne Isabella
Milbanke, - but was refused. However, shortly after this refusal. she be
gan a correspondence with him on her own accord. 17 In a rather frivo
lous mood he proposed again, and she accepted. They were married on
January 2, 181$ •. llis marriage has rightly been called "the most rate-

-

16
17

Ibid., P• 176.

George Brandes, Main Currents!!! Nineteenth Century Litera•
turo, in Naturalism � Englancr,-p. �283.

10
ful event of his lif'e.nl8
The entire year 1815 was an important one in shaping Byron's career
as a dramatist.

After hie marriage, Byron soon spent hie wife 1 e dowry

to appease his debtors.

The sum o.f'�181 000 quickly disappeared.

became so bad that he finally had

to

sell hie library.

Things

With false pride

be refused an offer from John Murray, his publisher, or -1.J. ,500 remuner'

ation £or his writings.

It was logical tru:st Byron should get

a

job.

His friend Douglas Kinnaird, lmowing bis interest in the theatre, re
quested that be become a member
ment..

or the Drury Lane Committee of Manage

He wae appointed probably in May, 1615.

him a share oti.500 n 1n order that he

Kinnaird made over to

might vote. n l9

Augusta Leigh, Byron's halt-sister, who stayed with the Byrons at
Picadilly Terrace .from April to Jun., of that year, wrote to Byron's
friend Hobbouse, "At first it

{jhe jo.i}

struck me as a good thing, em

ployment being desirable, but as in othe! good things, one may discover
ob jections. n20 The "objections" were :realized only too vividly before Byron's short service as a committeeman was completed.

18
Idem.
19
Leslie, A. Marchand, Byron, II, $32.
20
Ethel Colburn Mayne, Byron, P•
214•

n
Byron shared his post with Lord Essex, Oeorge Lamb, Dottgla.s
Kinnaird, and Petor Moore.

Sm.wel Whitbread we the theatre me.nu.gar,

and Perry t<."h1tbread was stage manager. Lady Dyron, 14ho bad at first
looked on the position as one

ot

great prestJ.go, wrote her fat.tier short

� attar her husband's appointtaent1
Drury Lane opens on Saturdq-I don• t much lllco th&

concem, and I believe it is tho general sentiment, as
far as regards Byron•o share of it. Lady Hardwicke told
me it was only' tit tor c J!!! and ei&ht � !!!!!-and it

seena to involve a species o£"buaineas &atf.endance which
I did not foresee. !n short it ia the vocation of an
ActingManaeer-to superin�nd the candle-snufters, lee•
turo the per.formers, etc.,44

However, though Byron had sane lowly dtlties, he also had some VOl7

re

sponsible ones. He tried to get new talent; bot.h in acting and play
Writ.ing.

For the latter he was obliged

to

which had been sub.utted to be considercsd
This was no pleasant task

tor

read some five hundred plays

tor perforance

at Dro.ry Lane.

one who had stated some time before,

"Congreve and Vanbru.r,h. are your only comedy.

Our society is

too

insipid

for tho like copy."22 Later he said to Thanas Moore "• • • as it is
titting there should be good plays now and them• • • I vish

you

0%'

Campbell would write one.tt23

21

Ethel

c.

Mayne,

!!!, .!!!!, � Letters .2!, !:!2Z !f!<m•

22
Lettors � Journals, II', 398.

-

23

Ibid., III, 01-82•

P• 189.

12
It has been rightly said that "audiences were rough in those days
and their tastes vulgar. «24 Being in intimate contact with the theatre,
Byron most definitely realized the situation and tried to remedy it some

what. He appealed to Moore w1 thout success, and then to Scott. Scott
himself did not co�lyI but suggested Charles Robert Maturin, an Irish
novelist and playwright. Byron succeeded in obtaining Maturin 1 s Bertram,
and it wae produced with much success in 1816--after Byron had left Eng
land.25
Remembering Coleridge's Remorse I Byron appealed to him for another

play. He finally complied, with �apoll.!:, but it wae never produced be
cause he refused to make certain revisions which the Theatre Committee
asked him to. Byron, having read William Sotheby•s published dramas,
obtained Sotbeby's Ivan instead. 26
But so far as comtemporary dramas went, there was still the dearth
that BjTon had spoken or previouslyJ and at this point, while in con-

· stant contact with the theatre and some of the finest actors of hie day,
he realized that the time was right tor a new dramatist to emerge and
capture the field. In 1814 he had said,
I wish that I had a ta.lent £or the dra.maJ I would
write a tragedy now. But no,--it is gone. Hodgson
talks of one,--he will do it wellJ--and I think
m fi>oil e should try. He has wonderful powers, and much

-24
P• 413.

Allardyce Micoll, World Drama� Aeschylu_s to Auouilh,

2�
Marchand, II, 542.

26

Letters� Journals, III, 62.

13
variety'J besides, he bas lived and felt.27
Later the same year he had wr1tten from Newstead to Murray, hie publish
er, "Just before leaving town, Kemble paid me the compliment ot desiring
me to write a tragedyJ I wish I could, but I find � scribbling mood
subsiding. a26 However, in March, just two months before his appointment
to Drury Lane in Mq, he was once again saying ( thie ti.me to Coleridge)
that "there was never such an opening for tragedy. tt29
Thus, the need eeemed ever-present to him, but he had

to be

sure or

aucceea, and because of his uncertainty bad professed that he was not
the one

to

refor11 the stage. Be had praised Maturi.n's Bertram. It ba8

been described as •a play ot the most widl7 Satanic Character, dealing
with crimes of primitive magnitude, with terrific atoms and equall7
terrific blood-ebed. u30 Ir this was what the contemporary audience
wanted, it was simple enough to supply', and Byron set to work secretly
on just such a drama. It vas Wenier, a tale of Gothic horror which
would haw undoubtedly pleased theatre atldiences ot hip day. He admits

that he bad completed "nearl)" an act" when be was 01nten-upted by cir-

27
�., II, 387.
28

ill.!!,. 1

29

�• 1

.30
P• 303.

III, 16 •
III, 191 •

Martha Fletcher Bellinger,! Short Histo!"}' �,!!!!Drama,

cumstances."31 'i'heee "circtuutances » not only changed hie whole atti•
tude tcwnrd drama ., but his vhole mode or living ae well.
tione" which his balf-sieter had considered began
Lady Byron waa pregnant, and she wanted to f:r.'O

to

to

The ttobjec

reveal themaelvee.

the count17 !or het

accouchemtn!, but Byron was .f'ar too ,mgroesed in t �e n.l.'tairA of DlUty
Lane to accompany her.
not.

He viohed her to go by herself, but ehe would

Finally, finandal difficulties arose which would bave made it im

possible an,wa.7.

Aleo 'mi.lord' vas too fond or hie own pleaeures,32

vhicb included a lot mere than hi� theatrical duties.
lnter ·raised about his conduct 1i.'itb some

ot

A ecandal

was

the act.reuses, esl)Eicially

Mr-a. Mardyn.
In the .first place, Byron's marriage was not one built on

re

lations conduci�m to bappineea (a& we would interpret it in the con

It vaa a marriage of ccnvenience1 fol' him, her

ventional aense).

money- and ranks for her, his popularity and intellect. low, in the
progressing etagee ot' Lady Byron• e pregnancy, do•stic relat.ione were
becoming more and more strained.

D)TOn vae given to violent 1'ite

ot

passion, and his heavy dr1nldntt caused him to hoha:w most irregularly.
Auguata returned

to

the household in November• and on December 10, Lady'

Byron gave birth to a daughter, Ada Augusta, named for ber tather•e halt
a-ieter.

31

Ernest Hartley Coleri�e, editor, _!!?! Works
V, .338 (Preface to Werner).

32

Nicoll,,! HiB�!Z

!! English Drama

!?! � &£en
-•

1660-1900, P• 71.

15
The succeeding events are widely discussed ones, but just what
caused them is a matter of conjecture, and certainly no commentator has
spoken of them without some prejudice.

At any rate, after the birth ot

the child, Byron and his wife _lived under a·sort of estrangement, but
there . vas no indication of what was to come.
to Kirkby to visit her mother.

Lady Byron took her child

She was never to see her husband again.

Soon thereafter a formal separation was decided upon. As mentioned
above, the real reason for the separation is notlmown.

Byron, being

such a popular public figure, was naturally the victim of much criticism •
.Many bad been jealous of hie f'ame and seized upon the opportunity to
blast his reputation w1 th scandal.

The most popular story is, ot course,

that be was guilty of incestuous relations with his half-sister, Augusta,
but there is no definite proof or this, and, as bas already been men
tioned, i t is best to be wary of prejudiced commentators• views on the
subject.

One might just as easily believe that 1 t was because Lady

Byron thought her husband was mentally unbalanced ., as she later said
that ehe believed him to be. 33
Thus the young poet Who was avidly interested in drama and who bad
been in the per.feet situation to write for the theatre was in his first
attempt interrupted by domestic difficulties.

These ditf'iculties led to

his leaving England, and, of course the theatre he bad known there.

On

.33
Letters� Journals, III ., 288 1 quoting Moore ., �!?!_ Byron,

PP• 661-663.

l6

April 24, 1616, be "ebook the dust of England from hie uhoee,•34 never to
retum again.

The bulk ot his dramatic wr!ting wns to fellow, but it would not be
in England. The first step ot his �oumey wae to O�..neva., There be met·
Sheller, and there he began Man.trod, his first· completed dram.

John Drinkwater, The Pils;:im � �temi
.facing P• 256.

tz• see illUBtration

CHAPTER TtJO
THE DRAMAS AND THEIR 00.M?OSITICN
A e;reat friendship began when Byron and Shelley met in Geneva.
Much ot tbe time that Byron spent in Switzerland wae tli.tb the Shelleys.
Hie stay lasted four months and three wee�, and 1t was a period
busy poetic activity.
Third

ot

During it he composed the greater part of the

canto ot Cb1lde HaroldJ

completely

wrote the

Prisoner$!£ Chillon,

with 1ta seven attendant poem.e1 wrote the Mon��� Death

2£

SheridanJ and began Manfred.l
It has been eaid that in relation to the other dramas,
lies apart in style and
that it vae

date. n2

The main reason

tor

8Manfred

saying this is

written (in part,) under Sbelley'e influence. Though Byron

said that Shelley bad no part in the writing of the work, it certainly
would not be what it ie if he bad not been in contact vi th Shelley• .3
The tact

that

Byron undertook a drama at this particular ti.me ie

eigniticant, and two reasons can be (tiven to explain th:1.e.
place, we

may safely assume

tba.t Smmel

c.

In

the first

Chew is correct in ,saying

that Werner, which, it will be recalled, was begun a .few .months prior to

l

r�rneet

a.

Coleridge, editor, Poetry � � !P:9n, IV, 79.

2
Herbert Read, BY!:5?E, P•

.3

Brandes, IV, 301.

30•

18
Manfred, wa,; an attempt to reform the English stage.4 He had begun to
try bis hand at drama, and his first attempt was still fresh in his mtnd.
In the second place, we must consider the very subject matter of
the play: Manfred, alone in the Alps, invokes the seven Spi21.ts ot the
Universe because he wants to forget some dreadful event in which his be
loved Astarte has been crushed. We do not have to go very tar in
commentarle.-, on the play to find Astarte to be Augusta and Byron to be
Manfred. Manfred's sadness comes from having broken Astarte's heart.
It did not take long for a London newspaperI The

!!.!Z and New

Times I to

come out with a review eta.ting that Manfred, personifying Byron, was
exiled because he had committed inceet.5 There is, or course, no sub
stantiation of this asewuption. "Astarte's" heart could have been
broken in another way just as well---perhape it.could have been trom sad
ness over Byron• s failure in his marriage t for her interest in his wel
fare was very great. At any rate ,. one of Byron's reasons for writing
this drama was unquestionably a catharsis of what his mind was so tilled
with at this time.

Therefore, we may sately asswne that he is truly

Manfred, and that Augusta ie Astarte, whatever might be the reason for

her heart being broken by him.
There ie an incantation in Act I, Scene lot the drama in which a
Jl\YSterious voice speaks at some length to Manfred of haunting him,

4

Erdman, p. 230, quoting Chew, The Dramas � � �ron, P• 32.

Marchand, II, 699.
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Though tby slumber may be deep,
Yet thy Spirit shall not sleep ••••
This ie undoubtedly the unpleasant memory of' Lruly Byron speaking
It might be added that. the impressions

to

him.

or the Deme&e Alps which

Byron formed during his tour with. Bcbhouce (September 17-27) were still
fresh in hie snind, which .fact can logically accomt .for the Alpir,.e
eettir.g of the drama. AD will bfJ shown later, critical opinions varied,
but Allardyce Nicoll, after calling Manfred Byron's weakest drama,
admits that "nowhere had Byron oo fully expreseed ••• hie appreciaion
of the grandeur of tiature•s solitary spacee. n6
AlthOllgb it i.e not my purpose to interpret eymboliem in the dramas
of·Byron, it can be readily seen that Manfred is one or bis meet per
sonal pl.aye, and the autobiographical portiona 'Which baw been mention
ed are obvioue

to

anyone .familiar at all with the major evente of the

poet's lite vbicb immediately precede the writing of' Manfred. Not only
commentatore on ttis particular drama, but Lady Dyron as well, a.diuitted
this pereonal aspect. The Reverend Frederick Robertson wrote to Lady

--

Byron 1reare after Manfred was publiehed and asked ber if "Manfred

shadow�� a truth?" She replied, ur,.1y silence has or couree confirmed
your suppositi.on."7
Byron did not wri to this dram as a single unit. He probably wrote
the tiret two acts in Geneva, and the third art.er be got to Venice. In

6
Allsrdyce Micoll, British Drama, P• 315.

1

Mayne, � � � !3,rcn, 'P• 4ob.
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a letter to Murray of March 9, 1817 1 he speaks of

11

remi tting the third

act of the sort or dramatic poem ot which you will by this time have re
ceived the .first two. n 8
The third act was not considered worthy of publication, and some
time elapsed before he revised 1t.

On. April 29 he left for Rome, and

there he revised the third act in about a week, tor he sent the revision
to England, "the greater part rewitten," on May
�' was published on June 16 1 1817 .. 9

5.

Manfred, ! Dramatic

Calvert,:in comparing the first

draft of the third act to the second, says that with the revised act
"the drama is given a significance which it lacked before.

The,tirst

two acts point toward the third. 1110 He also mentions that the third act
in its· original form made the drama ttnot good for anything." It has
been suggested that Byron's "inspiration was gone," because he had left
Switzerland, and c onsequently the new environment of' Venice did not in
spire him to unify this work. 11
In considering the tom of Manfred it seems that the theatrical
perience which be bad gained .fro!ll Drury Lane12 was certainly not ex-

-

8
Letters and Journals, IV, 68 •
.;;;.,;;...;...;......9
Poetry, IVt 80.,

10

Calvert, P•

143.
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Frances Winwar,
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bibited here.

He now seemed to think of the :English etage in an entire
To coneider !-�� an acting play by conventional

ly different light.

critical standards would be absurd.

In a letter to Murray (April 19,

1817) he insiete, "You must call it •a poem,' for it ie no drama.

I do

not wish to have it called by to Sottteby-ieh a name--anytbing but a
green-room Synonime. nl3 lt' Byron thought of Manfred as "a poem,•• it was
certainly interpreted differently by many others.
it was acted ae late as

Ac a matter

ot .fact,

1873 on a London stage.

Byron's evident reason for saying this was that, in the worcle
Samuel

c.

Chew, ttEngland bad slapped him in the tace. 01.u For

ot

Byron

to

have called the work a drama ar..d then have "ta'en a hurt., would bav-e
been fatal to hie pride.
prized poeeeeeion:

He was here, as alwa.ye, protecting hie most

himself.

At least he had a better chance or a

favorable acceptance by calling Manfred ua pcem. 11
Ae vae the cas� with the reactions to all E:yrcn' e dramae, opinions
were greatly di'Vided.

It was called "a work

ot genius and originality."

Another critique stated that "the central o.nd consistent character wae
want1ng. nl5

Aleo, crtt.i.c& iwnediately began to accuse Byron of

13

s � ;Journal_!, IV, 100.
_Le_t_te.;;.....r....
Erdman, p. 230, quoting Chew, � Dramas � �
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Fori an informative, euecint collection of critiques of
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plagiarism, maintaining that Manfred vu taken from Marlowe's and
Goethe ts treatment of tbe lauet legend. In rep:»- to an article b7 John
Wilson 1n the Edinburgh Montblz Magazine, which accused Manfred ot being
borrowed trom Marlowe•s Dr. Faustus, Byron stated that the only know-

ledge he had of that. "magical personagen Faustus was from a wrbal
translation which Matthew ttMonk" Gregory Lewie bad rendered the previoue

eummer.16
Goethe thought that Byron bad used his Faust as a model and com.
plimented the use tbe latter made of the atoey. 17 Byron.was vindict1Te
in his retaliation to thie accusation. He wrote to Mun-qi ttThe
devil

u:, take both the Faustusea, German and English, I have taken

neither. ul8 He went further to say that the " geru• ot Manfred could
be found in a journal vhicb be had sent hie eieter before be had lett
Switserland. However, be had eagerly awaited the rev.I.ewe and waa
pleased with most of them.
But in epite of BJron's ett'orte to clear himself of' charges ot
plagiarism• the obvious parallel still remains between Manfred and the
Faust pieces of Goethe and Marl.owe, and th& evidence is inescapable.
This does not imply that Dyron waa consciously lying. Perhaps the in•
nuence of the other two works was an unconscious tnnuence when be

16

Letters and Journals, IV, 174.
----

17

Poet!'l• IV, 61.

18
Let.ten and Joumala, IV, 177.
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wrote Manfred, for it seems probable that he would have been familiar
with Marlowe's play.

Certainly he would have come in contact with it

either at Harrow or in the five years be spent at Cambridge.

Consider

ing the state of upheaval which his mind must have been in at the time
he wrote Manfred, it is possible that be would not have concentrated on
a de.finite model, but might have been mconsciously 1n1.'luenced,

Also,

the fact that he admitted having heard part of Goethe's Faust trans
lated, is sufticient indication of his familiarity, though slight it
might have been with the story.
This thesis reveals many instances where Byron made unsuccessful
attempts to thwart opinions both critical and public, and this is very
possibly another such instance.
Manfred epitomizes the difficulty of drawing a distinction between "poetic drama" and "dramatic poetry" wher� Byron's poetic works
are concerned.

We have· already considered the impotence

request to "call it a poem."

or his emphatic

It was definitely taken to be a "dramatic

poem" at first, but it was brought to the stage on October 29, 1834, and,
as has already been stated, was played, though sporadically, until 1873.
Byron was one of the :favorite authors of Robert Schumann, the German
composer.

Schumann

wrote

an overture and incidental JllUSic and choruses

to accompan7 Manfred (op. 115).

He later stated:

"I never devoted my-

self' to any composition with such lavish love and power as to
'Manfred. tnl9

19
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Thus, it is apparent that Manfred ie a singular drama so far as its
subject matter and the conditions under which it was written are con
cerned.

Also, it should,be noted that the date of its composition is

isolated from the rest of the dramas. From the'time Manfred appeared in
June, 1817, it was almost three years before Byron undertook another
tragedy. Thie decline of histrionic effort was parallelled by a return
to Childe Harold, of which he had completed three Cantos.
now living in Venice

and

Byron was

was in the midst of the gaities of that city.

He turned to, and became engrossed in two things which consumed a good
portion of this three-year period:

the writing of much satire {e.g.

Bepp�, and the first few Cantos of � �) 1

and

an extended love

affair with the Countess Guiccioli.
I� should not be assumed that Byron's intereet in the drama was
completely dormant ., however, for even before Manfred had been completed .,
he

wrote Murray- on February 25, 1617, asking him to send an account of

Doge Faliero, which could be found in "Dr. Moore I s

!.!!! £! Italy,"

and

ended the letter by sayi.ng, "I wieh to write a tragedy upon the subject,
which appears

to me

veey dramatic. "20 Later, in inquiring after the

informati.on, which had not come, he said of it, "The devil himself
couldn • t have a finer subject. n2l On October 12, he acknowledged re20
Letters

!!!2

Journals, IV, ,e-,9.

21
�., IV, 92.
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ceiving 1t.
So it is definite that the subject was in his thoughts during this
interim between Manfred. and the rest ot the plays.,
Byron met the Countess Ouiccioli on January 201 1819. · Between that
date and October 29, 1821, when he lett Ravenna

to

join her -at Pisa,

ensued one ot �e most fruitful. periods of his literary- career. U: he
ever loved any woman truly, it was the Countess•. What is more, she 1a
perhaps the only woman he ever obe;yed. He was living with the Countess
at Ravenna and writing the Fifth Canto of Don Juan, when the Countess
interrupted his work. She had read a French translation of part of the
poem and had thought it "a detestable production�" She did not like the
idea of making

fun ot

traditional romance, tor she thought the religion
of love supreme in the world.23 So "in default of Don Juan, n24 he tumed
to tragedies. Not only had the idea tor Marino Faliero been in his

mind since before his first "drama" bad been published, but during his
sojourn in Italy he had been in contact with the plays of Altieri• an

to undertake
B.rron; under the

Italian playwright. This was perhaps what induced him
another drama. As Pope sought correctness in poetry-,

innuenoe or Alfieri, sought a correctness in his plays, which meant a
strict following of the Oreek••the same models that Pope had designated

-

22
Ibid., IV, 171.

23

Andri Maurois,

24
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tor correctaeae in poetry. In the works ot Alfieri he round this.

B7

turning to an influence foreign to that which he had been accustomed
in England, Byron was producing something which vae very different from
vbat "rough audiences" and "vulgar tastes" had been experiencing in hie
It would follow that it a playwright wanted to succeed

own count17.
in

bis work,

be should write something to appeal to current

But thits BJrOn did!!!?,! do.
been abovn.

taste.

Just how much he loved euccees has already

Now be wanted success as much as ever, but be wanted some

thing in additions a reformation of the English stage.

It has been

said that the inetincta and aiu of B)TOD and Alfieri were alike, but
that the conditions they taced were different.

Altieri derived his

classicism via the French, who were still holding onto classical
vestiges in their theatre, but all this was gone from the Fllglieb
theatre which Byron bad

to

face. 25 Thie did not stop his egotistical

idealiam, howewr, for be blandly admitted,
It appears to• that there ie room tor a different
style ot the dramaJ neither a serY.Ue following or the
old drama, vhicb is a groesly erroneous one, nor yet too
French, li� those who erucceeded the older writers. it
appears to me, that good F.n.gliab, and a severer approach
to the rulee, might combine something not. dishono-rable to
our literature. I baw also attempted to make a play with
out low. And there are neither rings, nor mistakes, nor
starta, nor outrageoua ranting v.Ulaine, nor melodrama, in
it. • • • Whatever faults it has vill arise from deficiency
in the conduct, rather than in the eoncepticn, 26

2$
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Byron believed that thia new drama which was "studiouslz Greek"
,10uld regularize the contemporary Engl1Jh .dramas "I want to make a
rea F.nglish drama, no matter whether tor the stage or not. n27 Byron
spent three months writing Marino ---■
Faliero,
and a final draf't was sent
to England on October 6. HoweverI in his lengthy preface to the play- he
sta:t,ed. that

he

had 11no view to the atage. n28 This, of' course, was

to

protect his pride against the possibility of an injury. But what it
was impossible tor him to foresee

wu

that the rate ot Marino Fallero

in England was destined to undermine these wishes.
In the same preface he stated that tor tour years he had "medi•
tated this vork." The pref'ace itself shows the intricacies involved
in the creation of the main character and ot establishing the correct
historical tacts for a background. He had once made the statement, "I
hate all things tiction, 1129 and in Marino P'aliero we find more than
ample reason to bewail the fact that he does. I have been unable

to

discover a single detail or the story that he did not incorporate in the
play itself. He seemed to desire a history book in dialogue form. It
is detinitel.T the single direction or plot that makes the play so
laborious. The story is simpq the st.or,
27
Letters
28
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ot Marino Faliero • an aged Doge of Venice, vho joins in a conspiracy to
overthrow the ncouncil of the Ten°; who are actually %11mling the govern
ment and :ruining the Republic,, making him powerless to help the situa
tion.

The conspiracy is exposed by conscientious Bertrs:mJ Marino is

taken by "The Ten" and beheaded.

Dyrcn• in his adherence to the unities, is ae extreme aa was
Addison in�•

In Byron's play, the whole of the action takes place

af'ter the conspiracy is formed, because

or

"the deeire of preserving,

though etill too remote, a nearer approach to unity." .30 What ie left
is little more than a docunicntary account ot the remainder of the
history.
coimnentatore haw mentioned that Marino Fa11ero and The � �..£!!:!
"honor the spirit of rebellion. u 3l

It has aleo been said that •they are

plays with a pasaionato political purpose ••• their aim vas t.o ••• ex
c1te the lethargic I tall� patriots to unanimus revolt againet their
_
oppressors. • • •
ature. "32

They belong rather to Ro.'M!lce than to Enelisb liter..

These commentaries give a more logical purpose than that

which Byron bad in mind, and so far as the Italian drama of that time
wae coneemed, they would have met the requirements sutficientl7.
as bae been shown, that wae not what Byron wanted to do •

.30
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The play in its final draft, uan tbe acts corrected,'' was re
ceived in England some days before October 6, 1820.

Early in January,

1821, an announcement reached Byron that Robert William Elliston was
going to produce Marino Faliero at Drury La.ne. 33
Byron's reply was immediate and sharp.

He

wrote Murray to protest

"stoutly and 2ubliclz (it it be necessa17), agai.nat any attempt to bring
the tragedy on any stage.

It wee written solely for tho reader. n .34 He

even included a 'hTitten proteet to be publ:iehed if the need arose,
etating that "By no kind of adaptation can it be made fit for the pre
sent Englieb staee. 11
From this point he began to expose the invalidity of his argument
· that he was not vri tin� tor the stage. On the very eame day he wrote
another letter to Murray stating

that "Kemble or Kean could read it. n .3.5

Here he was letting the barrier down just enough to reveal that be
would like to have the play g1ven recognition. But he kept eencting
protests to London, and finally, on Wednesday, April

25,

an injunction

was obtained from the Lord Chancellor, only halt an hour after Elliston
had receiTed the formal licence for

production from the Lord Chmnberlain.

The injunction required that the play be imediately witbdrawn. 36 But

33

Poet;rz, IV, 328.

34

----
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35
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Elliston pursued the Lord Chancellor to the etepe of hie own house, and
persuaded him to let the pley be given on that night only. When Murray
heard of this new development, be iesued a handbill which explained the
whole affair. The play was produc:ed and failed miserably. It was acted
again on April 30, and on five dates in May, but it never stim.1lated any
great, amount of interest • .37
To anyone familiar at all with the Enelieh thoatre the work iimnedi•

ateq recalle Otway'e Venice Pre;erved, and certainly Allardyce Nicoll
is correct in saying that 11 1t wants power because or thie fact. n36
Nicoll aleo mentions the fact that the play is lU·.e r.iany of the earlier
chronicle historteo, because Byron, like the authors of these worko,
"allows staee direction to do what should ha'\18 been done in di.fllogue or
by hearsay. n 39
Critical opinions were once again divided. Reginald Heber called
the subject 11ill-chosen" J Paul Elmer More later . said that the play "may
be cited as a fair example of hie eloquence and concentrated paseion."40
However, B-Jl'On 's reaction to the star.ing or the play is far u.,re
e1gni:ficant than that of the critics who criticized it after reading it.

37
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The course which Byron pursued is one which definitely tells us that be
had been false 1n etating that it wao not hie wish to write
etage.

tor

the

It had been eho:rtly be!'ore January ll that Byron had lea.med

that plane

vere being made to act Marino Faliero in London, tor on

Januar:, 11 be wrote hie sharp reply telling Murray to squelch the
attempt. 41 Two daye later he wx-ote in hie diar.,,

6

Sketcbed the outline

y
and Drams. Pers. cf an intended. tr�d of Sardanapalus, which I have

for eome time meditllted. r.42
This causes one to raise a significant questions Why would an
author, with a play in danger ot being hissed o£f the stage, went to
begin immediately a� drama which might meet the same rate? Byron,

-

despite all the safety meaeures be had taken to save ombarrarunaent in
case Marine Faliero should be damed, could not have really contem
plated euch damation.

11' ho had, it, VCluld be impossible to e:tplain

why be wrote in hie diarr on January 28 that he had "pondered the eub
jecte of four tragediee to be wntten."

They were:

(l) Sardenapalus,

( "already begun")J (2) Cain ("e. metaphyeical eubjcct 1 eometbing in tbe
style ot Manfred, but in five acts")) (,3) Francer:ca or Rim.ni ("in five
. acts")J and (4) Tiborius. 43 At thia point, his plan, which required
fSUccess ae 1 te incentive, was under

way. i:!e umet definitely have relt,

-----ihl

Seep. 35, note 3h.

42
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that future dramas stood a good chance ot succeeding.
He continued working on Saradanae_alus at a rathel" leisurely' pace.
He did not complete it until May 27, and in the meantime the perform
ance of Marino Fal iero took place.

wrote

Countcea Ouiccioli, hie amica;

of hia during this period,

His quiet was, in spite of himselr often disturbed by
public events, and by the attacks which, principally in hie
character of author, the journals levelled at him. In vain
did he protest that be was indifferent to these attacks.
The impression was, 1t ie true, but ioomentary I and be, froo
a £eeling of noble pride, but too much disdained to reply to
his detractors. But, however brief his annoyance was, it
was euf'ficientl.y acute to occasion him much pain, and to
affi1ct those who loved him. Every occurrence relative to
the bringing of
Faliero on the stage caused him ex
ceeeiw inquietude.

Fa!tfr

Five performances or the drama were presented duri.ng the first two
weeks

ot

Ma;r, and eeveral Italian papers carried the story that "Lord

Byron bad exposed bis tragedy of }! {!rir.q) ? ljlieri} " and that 1t bad
been "universally hissed." Cn ?I� 17, only three daya after the final
performance, Byron eent to bis friend Richard Hoppner one of his most
revealing letters on the aubject of thie dral'J'.a,
the Italian newpapers on two counts:

In it, be condemned

(l) that he had oppoeed the pre

sentation, and (2) that it wae � hissed,

"but is continued to be

acted, in spite or the Author, publisher, and the Lord Chancellor•e in•
junction, n4S From this

______

it

·44

is obvious that Byron wae atte1J1.pt,ing to eave

.,_'
I L
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£ace in any event, and that while he was under the impression that a
eucceeetul presentation was taking place, he wae perfectly willing

to

accept it.
Thie tact is further eubatantiated by a letter to Murray two da:,,e
later in which be again expreaees belief that the ·play was� biseed,
and asks Murrayt

I should li)(e to know what compensation Mr. Elliston
could make me, not only tor dragr.illg r.or writings on the
stage in� days, but for being the cause that I was
kept for� days ••• in the belief that the tra£?egY
had been acted and 1unanimOU8ly bieeedJ' and this with
t.hCt additicn that •I had brought it upon the stage,' and
consequently that none of my friends had attended to my
request on the contrarJ. Suppoee I had burst a blood
vessel, like John Keate. • • • At present I am, luckily,
calmer than I ueed to be, and yot 'l would p9t pase those
tour days over again tor--1 know not what� 40
He vae beginning

to

clutch thia "euccees" cloee

to

his ego.

In the

same letter (May 19) he mentioned tbat be had completed three acts of
another tragedy, "intending

to

complete

it

wrote to Murray that he bad completed it.

in five." On

the

28th, be

He had vrttten tbe last two

acts 1n ten days. It had taken him over four months to write the first
three.

tor

The reason for such acceleration at this particular time speaks

itself, or course.
This tragedy wae Sardanapalue, the eto:ry of an effemnate, sen

sual 'King

ot

Aeeyrta who undergoes a reformation of character when his

country ie overrun by the Medee.

The life of Byron at the Palazzo

Mocenieo baa been compared to that of Sardanapalus before the latter's

46

�•, P• 290.

change or character.47 Sardanapalus• change ie inspired primarily by
the love of Myrrha, hie favorite mistress. The theme of love was
strongly euegeeted b}� the Countese Guiccioli. 48 Sardanapalus was
greatl7 infiuenced bl' tbe Counteue• euggeetion, just as Byron often was.
The packets containing Sardananalu! had been enroute to London

only twel·w t days when Byron, once again with great gusto, undertook

another drama. It woe!!!!,� Foscar1, another etory in a Venetian
set ting, which

;�X! l'.arino Faliero dealt wtth an actual event.

Though biutoncal fallaciee have been noted,49 bis adherence to the
uni ties 1e still apparent. lie completed

!!:!!:, 1!2 Foacar1

in record

time. He had begun it on June 12; it was completed on July 9. On
June 29,.be had·e:q,reseed hits ignorance of bow Marine Faliero wae
faring at that time in a lotter to rlurray. In the same letter he stated
that he was 1n the 11 tllird act of a third drama, 11 and be was anxious to
hear or the public reaction £or, if "coldness from the public and
hestitat-ion rrom [Rurrai) " were all that wore due hie eff'orte, "it
were better to break off in time. nSO He had planned to go on, however 1 " as tar ae

lli1!J mind would carry (liiaj ," but if the experiment,

be wae attempting were impractical, "it were better to say so at

'b
7
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But Byron vaa egoist enough to think that the pul?lic 'e reaction
would be .favorable, and in littl.e more than a week. be bad finished the
drama. In exactly one week (on July- 16) be began etill another drama:

£!!!!•

A !!,•ten:•

However, frorrftbis date until£!!!! was completed

(September ·9) be made no mention of thie new drama in bis ccrreEpODd•
ence.

Why Byron made no mention

-

or the progress ot Cain is not apparent,

but moat probably he bad received word from England concerning the fail
ure of' Marino Faliero. Ha givee a weak defence in the form of a vindi
cation in a letter to Murray, dated August 23. Arter saying that the
public did not understand that bu 11dramat1c eimplicit7" was "studious;z
Greek,• he rationalized that •no reform ever succeeded at tiret. 0 52

-

Thie ie ample evidence that he had been disappointed in his auppoei
t1ona. Hie reply vae certainl.J' a weak one, tor ae Nichol bas eaid, it
a Greek dramatist bad eaid · that his drama waa not tor the et.age,
would be.confessing f'ailure.S3
Whether B)Ton made 8?1J changes 1n the

be

-

text or Cain after he re•

ceiwd the unwelcome neva cannot· be ascertained, but in hie preface be
makes no mention ct iti etage-wortbine11e. Instead, he 1eeme ·delibes-Idem,

;2

!lli•, P•
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Nichol, P• lh3.

ately'

to make it illposa1ble for the stage by making cain and Lucifer

tly through the universe, by the etheral setting of the main action,
and b7.a a.,rtad of speeches which are much too long. He mentioned in
the letter which accompanie� Cain to England that it contained "aome
poetry. being in the sty-le of Manf:red.";h However, he had insisted
T.lgoroualy that Manfred wae not be be etaged 1 perhape because he re
alised that it might haw been poe1ible, but with� staging would
be unthinkable, and it 1s probable that be consciously aade it eo.
Like Manfred, ,2!E! ie 1n only three acts--too short for performance,
and it is like Manfred in that abstract entities are employed to
articulate an idea, or state of mind. MBJ'Jfred ae an entit)r is known
to u only ftgllelyJ the thing that we are coneemed vi th is the dread
ful memory which haunts bis mind. In brief, he was merely incidental

to the idea which be exempliefied ( 1.e•. the im.poasibility or escaping

-

from eone heinou criae). With Cain the idea is much more nebulous
than in Mani"Nd, and. , the characters are unimaginatiwly reshaped fl'Olll

mother context. The pl.a,- is de.tinitel7 not religioua J 1t 1e

metaphysical. The Biblical setting and characters eene onq aa a
Tehicle to d11euee euc� questions as predestination, tree will1 .fate,
and the reeponaibility' tor evil, which he like to argue . SS Thia seems
a tair enough analyais, as •st of the action is simply a debate be•

Sh
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tween Cain and tucife-r.. Byron wmti�tJ in the FGf�ee to Cain that he
has part,ly adopted the notion of Cnvier that tbs -.orld had � destroyed
several times botON taan's creation. Lucifer 13&1$ t?nt the pre-Adamite beings were much morG intelligent than man. It 1s also B:,ron•a
theB1s that mm vu damned before the

ran.

,Atto� thiJ tall {wh!eh 1s

'ldlere -the actit.ft begin21), Cain Nf'mw8 to praise Jehonh b,y sqing,

•r

the td"ee was planted, and
not fm, 'M.�?
If no� vhy place Ma near it• where it erew.
Th& fairest in the oentre?
Byron neve?"' gives aey- definite solution to the questions which are
raisedf tl1ey aN merely voiced. farl Else described Byron in this plq
as being a lim in a cmga

ot dog.mat

11lle

NMins in a et.ate

or :1ndec1•

sion, and never comaa to a positive conclusion 1n mt.her direct.ion.o!i6
Cain kills Abel, and is branded by the Angel or tho Lord• bu� good does
not triumph. Cain still does not admit that he has cmmitted a serious
crmeJt and bl the end 0£ the final act he does not :repent, or his wrong,
but aerely bemoans th$ eune that has been put upon hm.
'fhis 1.ldause or a Bibll� stor,, tl'41! erit1cized sharply. · Hot only
uaa it attacked .from religious consorntives, 'but it was reprimnded
from a

litera.r.r point of viev also.

Lord Jettrq, in the F.dinburg� l!,!

Vi�, prophmried thnt it l.-onld scandalize and offend pious persons in
general. Maginnr, in mackwood's
different reason.

£!!ein�. va.q

equally' biting, but for a

He thou(;ht that Byron vaa trying in vain to measure
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himself with Milton. He said that this audacious insult to the faith
and feelings of a Christian land was one or the most feeble and in•
effectual; and that it was too radically dull to be popular even among
the radicals.
On September4 Byron had Wormed Kinnaird that he intended to
dedicate. !!!! � Foscari to Sir Walter Seott, S,!,:rdsnapalus to Goethe,
and succeeding editions of Marino Fallero
a letter

to Murray dated

to

Kinnaird himself'•: But in

September 10, which accompanied the manuscript

ot �• he asked that the dedication be changed to Scott. He evident1,y foresaw an unfavorable reaction .from the crities and the public, and
thought that Scott's approval would make. the work more acceptable to
those minds.S? Scott heartily agreed, writ�ng to Murray, "I ••• know
that his muse has never taken so lofty a flight amid her former soar
ings�trSB Equally enthusiastic was Goethe., always B,yron1 s avid admirer•
·who said that,. "Its beauty is such as we shall not see a second time in
the world. nS9
In the middle ot FebruarT Byron wrote Moore that "the parsons
were preaching of it tran Kentish town and Oxtord to Pisa." 60 This
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'Yigorous controwray canBed .him to despair,. and later the same year he
wrote in Don Juan, II, lvi, l-2:.
But Juan was m:, Moscow, and Faliero
My Leipsic ,. and My Mont Saint Jean
eeems Cain.
This wae• of course, admitting a kind of defeat, but the negative
arguments brought against the drama were mainly centered around its
shoclcing religious properties, rather than its dramatic flaws. Perhaps,
as has been mentioned, Byron deliberately'· contrived it so that he would
not have

to

attempt the etage again, As one commentator stated, it "is

an intrauigent version of the Mediaeval Cain plqs. The fourteenth
Century would have considered it the work

or

the devil. 11 61 When Murray

asked him to make some alterations in certain passagea, be replied that
,

. ·; \ ��'

he could not do so without mald.ng Lucifer talk like the Bishop of
Lintoln, and then he asked "who was ever altered by a poem?•62 Perhaps
Byron•s works cannot always be credited as being successful, but it can
certainly be said of him that once he published anything, be supported
it faithfully'. However, he was prudent enough in his next drama to
give some balm to the public's wound which£!!!!, had inflicted. .A few
days after Byron had sent the new "drama" (i.e. Heaven

!!!2 Earth)

to

Murray-, he sent a letter stating that he thought 1 t would be found

"Eioua enough."

ol

Gassner, :Masters � � �, P•
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__
h. As it stands, it
Little needs to be said about Heaven � _Eart
is a dramatic nonentity. Byron did not divide it into acts because it
was longer and more or a Greek or lyrical nature than he had intended.
Instead, he chose to divide it into "parts" with scenes. He onq com
pleted one "part," and told Murra,- that one "part" could be published
as the whole, or that it could be continued in a wq he had in view. 63

----

But 1 t was never continued. It was finally published in The Liberal on
January l, 1823.

-

It was begun at Ravenna on October 9 1 exactly one month af'ter Cain
was completed. Byron spent only about two weeks composing 1 t. The

etoey is taken from Genesis, and concems the intermarriage of the "sons
ot God" with the "daughters

or Men. 1164 The action takes place just be

fore the great flood. Japheth 1 one or Hoah 1 s eons, ponders wb;y he is
left safe trom the waters, while others are being swept away.

--

October 9 1 the dq that Heaven and Earth was begun, Byron bad

On

wri tten

to Murray

requesting the first act of Wemer, which he had, be

gun in 1815, while on the Comm1ttee of Drury Lane. He aleo a eked
Murray

to

cut out the "German I s Tale" from the Canterburz: Taiea of

Harriet and Sophia Lee. "Kruitzner, or the Oerman 1 s Tale," by Harriet
Lee vas publiebed in volume IV of the Canterbury Tales 1n 1801. Byron
saw it shortly after ite appearance, and, as he confesses in the pre--

63

�•• P•
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tace to Werner, he began a drama on the subject "called 'Ulric and
llvina, 1 which I had sense enough

to

bum." Byron was only thirteen at

the time. As Hobhouse was unable to find the 1815 draft, Byron began
the drama a third time.

The

1815

draft was later found and came into

Murra.y-•s possession. In comparing this early draft (two scenes of
Act 1), one may be thanktul that Byron did not have access to it in

1821. It is tar less mature than the 1821 dratt, and its lack or re
straint marks it as amateurish. In its finished form the play was sub
titled

.'.!'!!!. Inheritance.

It deals with Siegendort, assuming the name ot

Werner, who has been banished by his father because of his marriage to

Josephine, daughter of "a wandering .foreign exile." However, Siegendort
stands to inherit his father1 s title and lands, and Stralenheim, next
ot kin af'ter Siegendorf, wishes to eliminate the latter, which is the
reason why Siegendort takes the assumed name.

to claim

Stralenheim ia enroute

the inheritance after the old man's death, but is almost

drowned during a fiood.

He is saved by Ulric, who is Siegendorf's son,

whom Siegendorf has not seen for a number

or years•

Stralenheim

is

mysteriously murdered, and all believe a Hungarian named Gabor to be
the culprit.

However, after Siegendorr has claimed his rightful legacy,

G�or returns and places the gullt where it belongs-on Ulric.
In the

1835 draft the action is poor� calculated. There is no

conception of conflict in these opening scenesJ not enough information
is given about the characters to warrant

anr

conflict.

The finished version is different, however, in many respects.
Not only is it a structural improvement over the earlier draft, but it
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differs from all the rest of Byron I s dramas as well. · In the first

place, he has abandoned bis close adherence to the unities. This
change is so marked that it is practically a revolt rrom. his ealier

theol")" of writing in the spirit. of the Greeks. In the second place, the
drama is quite in the spirit of what the English theatres were producing
at the t ime and, what is more important, is undoubtedly better.
the melodramatic.Gothic elements are present, which would

or

All

course

have appealed to an a udience in the first quarter of the nineteenth
century, but Byron showed good artistic discretion 1-rlth the final scene
Instead of a horrible ending, where Ulric conceivably

of the play.

might have killed his father, he simply leaves his father and mother to

lament the fact that his actions were the result of a father's weakness
and sensuality-. The psychological effeet is powerful and enhances the
effectiveness of the play because of its restraint. 65 When compared to
hie other dramas, the success ot Werner is remarkable.

It has been

suggested that Byron wrote this play deliberately With his tongue in
his cheek in order to create a drama bad enough to please the tastes
or his time--that he "patently surrendered his ideals in favor of a
asEUlTlption
theatrical taste which. he d ispised."66 Whether or not this
.
is entirely true, we �ave no va.,- of knowing, but the ideals �

65

Nicoll,� Historz � Eni;lish � �!22Q, IV, 170.
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Motter, �Byron's Werner Re-estimated: A Neglected Chapter in
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. altered, and the audience

!!!!. wooed.

The published version of Werner appeared on November 221 1822.
Kinnaird reported1

"This dq Werner is out. Murray has .a Sale or a

Dinner, & ere this has,probably sold some thousand Copies."
later he wrote s

Four days

"Murray--whom I saw yesterday-says . he has sold Six

Thousand Copie� of

Werner.n67

·. B.Yron, undoubtedl.T sensing the stageworthiness

or Werner,

took his

usual precaution by stating in the preface that "the whole is neither
intended, nor in any shape adapted for the stage•" But its stage
success was astounding.

Surprisingly', Werner made its stage debut 1n

New York, .at the Park Theatre; � 1826. It was brought out at Drury'
Lane in 18301 with William Charles Macready in the title role.
Mac�eady kept the part of Werner alive until his retirement, in l8Sl.68
It was acted in various countries, and there
ances · as

late

are records

of perform•

as 1887 • A successM perfomance of a Byronic drama was

never given during his lifetime.

There remains but, one

"drama,"!!!! Deformed Transformed, an incom

plete work of llhich there are only two "parts" and the chorus or a
third.

It is often mentioned by CO!IUllentators, and right1y so, tha t

Byron himself' was the central figure of his dramas,tlJ and this is most

'67
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See Sir Frederick Pollock, editor, Macready;'s Reminiscences,

See Calvert, P• 180.

obvious in this fragment.

The plot 18 simply the story ot a deformed

boy, a hunchback, who has received ill treatment at the hands of a
crueLmother and makes a compact with a spirit who promises to change
his shape and give him the power he has· wished for. · The act.ion grad
ually' moves to the siege and sack of Rome in 1537 •
thing else:, this is the story or Byron as a boy.

But more than any•

As Mary Shelley said,

"This had long been a ravori:te--subject with Lord Byron. • • •

No

action o£ Lord Byron's lite-scarce a line he has written-but was in
fluenced

b.r bis personal

"whole conducttt

or

detect. n?O

Byron told Mary Shelley that the

the poem was conceived• but he never finished it.

It was written at Pisa in 1822, and although the specific month is

not tmown,. it can be reasonabl;r supposed that late spring or early
summer would have been the time.

The advertisement preceding the fragment mentions that the story
was taken in part f'ron

!!!!. Three

Jr., and partly from the Faust

Brothers, a novel by Joshua Pickersgill,

or

the ugreat Goethe." Medwin relates

that when Byron· gave the manuscript to Shelley for perusal and asked
him how he liked it, the latter replied, "Least at anything I ever saw

. ot. yours ., It

is a bad imitation of Faust. nn

Its importance is negllgible1 and it does not warrant further

reading except·to say that it is interesting today only because or the

70
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.fact that it is autobiographical and that it bears some relation to

Goethe's Faust.
Thus, Byron's career as a playwright ended on a 1ow level.

Per•

haps his poetic will was tired at this point, or perhaps when his in•
spire.ti.on .for these dramas abated, there was nothing else to replace
it,.72

At

arrr rate,

--

he had returned to Don Juan in Januarr o.f 1822, be-

£ore he had started� Deformed Transformed, and in that year�

-

Juan was his main project.

tom

--

Don Juan certainly ot.fered a more fiexible

to .follow than what the drama had afforded.73
As has already' been pointed out, Byron admitted a sort o.f defeat

----

when in .........,__
Don Juan he called cain his ttMont Saint Jean. 11

Viewing the

chronology- of the plqs,: we see that af'ter � there remained but the
.Although Werner might be considered his

two fragments and Werner.

finest play, it vas decid� different from the dreams with which he
had

intended

to

regularize the English stage.

I£ we are

to

accept the

fact that he was seriously trying to ·ref'� the �tage with a new drama,
·{and I think it can be safely said that he was) ., we cannot consider
Werner truly ttByronic" in 1ts structure.

changed to fit Byron's standards,
demands of the English.

but

For ·werner was certainly not

for once

Byron

changed to meet the

'l'he:retore, when we consider Werner not typical

of Byron's dramatic style., little remains after�• He gave ground

72
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h6
when Heaven� Earth vas published, allowing whole passages to be
omitted and the name of one character to be changed, and, needless to
aa.y, be gave still more ground witb Wemer.
The tragedies were really more ro1DBntic than Byron was and they
disappointed hia Englieh readers..

E-ven historical subjects became

agenta of sell-liberation in hie bands.74 He was disappointed and dis
illusioned.

One of the last recorded re.ferences Byron ever made to

hie dramas was when he was . on bis way to Greece and his death.
:made friends wiU1 Dr. James Kennedy, an English medical of'ficer..
remark shows bis , -diaillus�nt:

lie had
His

"I am tired of tragedies, having eo

eOJ11Pletely failed in them, as they say. u75
It ia in a way fortunate that Byron was brought to feel this way-.
The dram,s are perbaps leas read today- than any other part of his work.

e
Neither have t,ooy ver been seriously associated with the English stage.
Tlnul, i.f D.,ron bad attempted any :more drama, it is a good chance that he
would haft eontinued to wast e time that might have been spent on more

important poetic activity, 76 .for there were less than two years remaining in biS

life.

1,c

al'Vfft, P• 168, quoting James Kennedy, Conversations 2!!
With Lord !?Iron and Otbera •.. p .. 277.
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CHAPTER THREE
BYRON AND THE DRAMA OF HIS AGE
The hundreds 0£ plays which filled the shelves or Drury Lane
while Byron was a committeeman give an insight into t.he state ot the
drama of Byron's day. One

ot his responsibilities

as a committee-

man was to read some five hundred plays which had been submitted for
presentation., For the most part1 their authors were

unknown, _but

thq nevertheless saw a possibility of having their efforts performed.
These were spectacular, gaudy plays which audiences were demanding.
Theatres bad become

so large

that they- resembled indoor arenas, and

consequently performances containing spectacular scenes were especially
suited

to

these stages •.

Theatre managers were still intent on preserving as much respect
for the art as possible• but all they had ,in, the way of better plays
were by the older English dramatists. Even Goldsmith and Sheridan
could not be produced, because

the theatres were much too large.

The

drawing room comedy which these men had wri. tten required a small
theatre where the audience could be in intimate contact with the actors.
But intimacy in such' houses was a thing or the past.
Needless to say, theatrical producers of th� time were 1n a predi
cament which p ranised little_ change. Ir any respect tor drama vere to
be preserved, they could not produce plays such as those mentioned by
B,Yron, and yet they still had to please their audiences.
For a solution they turned to the most logical source: the con-
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temporary poets. The dearth of good drama vas counterbalanced by a
wealth or fine poetry, and it was thought that wr1ters who had gained
success with their poetry might be equally successful

in writing

for

the stage. A number of these poets made attempte to hold the stage and,
:_,,

indeed,

many :lfe1'8 proclaimed master

dramatists. But each one who was
given such praise sav hie success grow fainter and tainter.1 The
accla1m given to these

writers wae

not so much genuine critical enthu

2
siasm as a desire to find
. . something to praise. Not one of the Romantic
poets produced a work of real value as drama with the possible exception

-

ot Shelley's The Cenci.
What makes the situation even more appalling is that there was a
wealth of fine actors and acreeses at this time who could have success
fully performed new works of merit,, had such wrks been.1brthcoidng.
Edmund lean and Mrs. Sarah Siddons are two good examples.l
There are various reasons why these poets railed UJ produce an en
during drama. The flamboyant taste of tlle audiences was in direct
opposition to the poets' inclination toward solitariness. The reaction
ot the two upon each other drove them apart,, and graduaUy- the poets
came to despise the stage. The spectators could find no joy in the
hig� S'U.bjective type of drama that the poets vere putting bef'ore them,
l
See "Detached Thoughts," Letters � Journals, V, h42-bh4.
2
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and consequently there developed an almost complete sehimn between
literature and the playhouse. b Also, the poets were saturated with
the works of Shakespeare, and their dramas showed this infiuence.
Shakespeare was not appreciated by the average audience of Byron's day-J
consequentl;y' poets wo imitated Shakespeare's style were not appreciated
by their own

age.s

These poets undoubtedly saw in the drama a means tor the revela•
tion

or charaeter

and f'eeling offered by dialogue., but were unable to

adapt their styles to the exacting conditions or actual pertormance.6
Indeed ,. one possible reason

tor

the failure or so many- or these dramas

is that the poets• conception ot character was not, brought out clearly'
enough in the dramatic form, or that it was too subtle.
wisely'. stated that the great dramatist does not write

It has been

tor

readers, but

tor spectators.7
These poets came to the drama through literature rather than b;r
way 0£ the stage, and for this reason they lacked essential theatrical
savoir•faire.

But what is regret.table is that these poets could not

success� meet the. countless demands or a.otual stage presentation.

4

Clayton Hamilton1

!!!!?. Theori 2f � Theatre.,
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6

-
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-
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Neither would'they acknowl.edge that literature is not the only thing in
the theatre.

In short, the poets did not have a true passion for the

theatre, but for themselves.8
Although outside theatrical influences are often blamed tor the
poets' tailure 1

many of thes!3 infiuences

could

in the end the poet$ had but themselves to

�e �en

�.9.

overcome, and

As a retort to aey

excuse that might be offered in the poets' behalf, Alla.rdyce Nicoll has
wryly said, "After all, greater dramatists in the past have accepted
the conditions cf their own times.

The Elizabethan theatre was in no

state of perfection when Shakespeare wrote. • • .. nlO
As a writer 11ving in this age, Byron was subject t.o the same con
ditions that tbe other poets were, and, in most cases, he can be ccl.ti
ched for similar faults.
Nicoll has given three reasons why Byron's dramas fail to reach
true greatness:
(l) Byron's preoccupation with Byron. Lilce all Romantic
poets., Byron was an individualist-one might say an egoist.
For this reason :tt was difficult for him. to pass beyond him
self to see the world and men objectively. And cert.a.i.nq
drama demands objective treataent.
(2) The familiar disdain of the contemporary stage.
Byron was associated with the stage, and yet. he "looked

8

Nicoll,,
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upon it from the height ot his overweening per
sonality and the dignified seclusion of the House
Lords.,

ot

(3) The preoccupation with themes ill-calculated to
express the spiri"' of the age.
He, lik& the others ,. 1ooked backward instead of for
ward for material, and py- so doing failed to capture the
spirit of his own age.ll
Goethe observed that Shakespeare•s 1.ntluence on Byron is perhaps
not as well known as his infiuence on certain other poets.

It was

Goethe's opinion t.hat Byron made it a point not to show the infiuence
or Shakespeare because,. according •to Goethe• Shakespeare vas rar
superior to Byron where pure individuallty•WU·•coneerned> and Byron
realised this superiority-.

Goethe thought that Byron would have de

nied Shakespeare altogether,, tor Shake.speare•s cheerfulness was in his
way, and he knew that he.was no match for it.12
unusual. for Byron

to

or course, it was not

decry anything or anybody that ade bi!ll feel un

But he was often unconvincing in his denunciations, be

comfortable.

cause the basis for man,- or them was his ovn inadequacy, which was per
fectl.3' obvious to others. B;y deceying Shokespeare•s influence Byron
la.id himSelf open to this criticism.

A. well annotated edition ot

Byron• s letters or poetic works will reveal expressions, phraSes., even
whole lines taken from Shakespeare.

Thia fact alone is proof thaii

Byron bad a thorough knovledge or Shakespeare, and that he ws uncon•
.
sciously inf'].uenced by him.

----).].

�-� pp. 168-169.
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But Byron liked to claim that his drama was a return to the spirit

of Greek drama. Being a professed admirer of Greek drama; he very

probabl7 tumed to it now as a saf."e refuge, since associating hi.'llselt with
Shakespeare made him feel inferior.
Thus, Byron can be classified with the rest of the Romantic poets

who attempted to 11rite drama in that, like them 1 he despised theatrical
conditions ot his day, was interested mostly in himself, and was

VFJr1' much conditioned by the style of Shakeopearet. However, the com
parison .falters when we tr.r to say that he did not understand the
theatre.
His association with the theatre was admittedl,y- not the type which
might produce a polished playwright, but even at that��• was associated
with the stage Blore intimately than were his contemporaries, and ha was
therefore 1n a position
to know what was-'being 11.ccepted by audiences.
'

The verr tact that�Werner was successful on the stage is autticient

indication that he could have written tor the stage it he had wanted
to. The iituation was thiss Byron undoubtedly understood th& basic

demands ot the English stage, but thought them beneath him, so be

turned aw::,rrom the stage-not because he was incapable or writing for

it1 but-since he tound it impossible to revolutionize 1t1 he

was�

interested 1n writing for it in the condition in which it stood.
At this point Byron can once again be associated with bis contem
poraries, f'or they all looked to something better. But where Byron

differs trm the rest is that he could have met the requirements it he

would. The fact that he did not wr1te for these vulgar tastes was
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simply a matter of his own choosing.
Most, criticisms of Byron's dramas employ theatrical standards of
bis own day as a criterion. When hie dramas are weighed in those terms,
they are round wanting.

However, his efforts might have been more

widel7 accepted in an earlier age like the first half of the eighteenth
centu'.lj'"-, when a return to classical models was appreciated and advc
eated.

But by-Byron's time the rule or the Augustans was dead.13 _

Therefore, it ia in a sense unfair

to

judge Byron by the standards or

bis ow age, since he was not attemptµig to meet them.
Most or tba Romantic poets who attempted to write drama were unsuccessful in character projection.

�on, like all the other Romantic

poets ,- put his own character forward in hie_ dramaa, but he was the only
one of them vho had the makings or a real dramatic hero.

The type of

hero that he represents has been compared to those created by Marlowe
two centuries before.
tionE.

Byron, like those heroes ., had colossal aspira

Indeed, he "had in him the etutf

or which

great drama ie

made. nl4
In some plays this b�roic character is very poveri"ul�

However,

this is not true 1n _£!!!! � Manf'red, where, as has already been}men
tioned, the central figures

or

these dramas are overshadowed by th.e

idea, or state of mind which_� exemplify.

13

- Nicoll, British Drama, P• 309.

-

14

Ibid., PP• 314-31$.

But in the three
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"classical" tragedies, (i.e. Marino Faliaro, SardanaP!1us, and !!!! �
Foacari), the main character is B.,ron.,. in various expressions of hia
com.p1ex personality.JS And certainly he can· be forgiven for the ·weak

-

ness. of the heroes or Cain and Manfred when one considers the strength
or eharaeter exhibited by th� heroes of the ttcla.ssicaln· tragedies.
Byron's lite was f'ull of tragedy, and although it is logical to
think that the greatest tragedy of his life .night be his separation
from Lady Dyron, the ensuing scandal., and his moral banish:nent from
his homaland, perhaps Garrod is con-ect in saying that the greatest
trageey·of his lif'e cmne during the time that the majority of the plays
were written {1818-24) •. uFor, tt aaya Garrod, "there is no such tragedy
as virtues brief and unfortunate. ttl6 Dyron was living in Italy at this
time and his virtue {what there was of it) vas certai� briet and fre
quently unfortunate.
By all. odds� Byron shoul.d have been a much more successful drama
tist than he was. As has been shown ., t.he time was right (the theatres
vere crying out for good dramas); he was better equipped than arry of
his contemporaries to emerge as the great dramatist of his ageJ and
he was a personality or the sort required to be projected dramatic

all7..

It should not be said that Byron did not try to fill this place.

F!lr two years, at the height of his maturity, he poured forth his .full
Calvert� P• 181.

16

Garrod, P• 20..
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measure of genius and passion toward it. 17 Not only did he want
applause, but he wanted to revnlutioniie the English stage with his own
dramatic concepts. Even though he did not achieve success in the eyes
of critics, bis dramas were more popular than those of any other
Romantic poet. 18 However, this is saying very little when success is
considered in the full sense of the word, even though : Werner is adequate
proof that Byron was capable of succeeding on the stage. All the other

dramas were different, and all can be deemed failures. However, it is
significant as it is honorable that Byron did not sell his high dramatic
ideals for the paltry price of success on the English stage of his day.
But after defending Byron for not stooping to achieve success on
the English stage, and possibly giving him credit as writer of a type of
classical drama super-::.,,1· to the average drama of his day, one might con
ceivably raise this question:

"How successful are Byron's dramas when

criticized in terms of drama in general?V When Byron the playwright is
I

evaluated in these terms, one is justified in calling him a failure.
Even if bis dramas were compared to similar et£orts or the eighteenth
century,. they would be judged inferior.

Although his main characters

reach greater proportions of epic greatness than those created by bis
contemporaties, and although he had more contact with the theatre than
they had, his over-all achievement as a dramatist must be compared withi

17

Drinkwater, p. 311.

18

Nicoll ,, British Drama, P• 314.

theirs.

arrr age

In

it is necessary tor a poet

to

S6

realize that being a

poe1; is one thing6 bu't being a dramatist is quite another.
The dramas of' Byron ·f'orm an erratic patterns Wemer was begun
first,. and it was definitely intended £or the stage.

This intention

was interrupted by events which plagued his Jl'1ind to the point that he
undertook another dr� (Manfred) as a sort of catharsis.•

It was three

years be.tore he began bis "regular" or "cl.assical" drama.

lie knew that

this drama might actually be staged, but as he was not sure of hov it
vou1d be accepted, he said that it. was not intended f'�r the stage .. But
wen staging was attempted, be was so fascinated by the idea of pre
sentation that he immediately ea.st two more dramas in the same mold.

-

He was working on stlll another (Cain) when he round that this ty--pe ot
drama was not going to succeed on the stage and so he made � unaet
able. Arter that he wrote two fragments and one more completed drama
(Werner) which was so different from anything he bad written betore
that its authorship has been questioned.
Actua.llJr. then, he wrote only three "regular" dramas which were
nstudiously Greek•-Marino Faliero, Sard�us, and
P'oscari.

!h!. �

The rest :fall into no pa.ttem at all,- lmt are "indivi.dua1

expressions.n

Therefore, these ttregular" dramas may be conaidered the

norm of his drama.tic output. Arter he found this ttnom" to be un
successful. on the stage, he t.ried to protect it by saying that it was
nl9 It would follow, then., that this
intended £or a. '*mental. theatre. would place his. dramas in a category with his poetry., since they are

19

---·-

Letters and Journa1s_, V, 347 ..
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In being so placed, the dramas are debased, for where does

all poetic.

one of these driunas stand -when compared to poems like � Juan and

Childe Harold? The dramas are perhaps lee� read than any other segment
of his work. 20
Byron 1 s'dramas, then, were not only unsuccessful on the stage

or

his own day, but, like those of his contemporaries, unsuccessful by any

dramatic standards.

Even when compared to the whole of Byron's poetry,

they are found inferior.

20

Seep. 57, n. 76.

CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSIONArter considering B.Yron1 s relation to the theatre as an amateur
actor and committeeman, \'iewing bis dramatic concepts, and comparing
him to other poets o! his own day who attempted dramas, it can bo
clear]J seen that both .t'rom an actinit and a literary standpoint, hi.a
dramas are of an inferior qualitr. There can be no doubt or Byron's
disappointment and disillusionment, as he had devoted ao much time and
energy at the prime ot his life to th9111• At first he had said that
this vork was not !or the stage, wishing all the time that he might
capture the stage. For this reason the atatemento in the prefaces ot
Marino Falie�• Bardana;ealus1 and Werner concerning hie not writing tor
the stage ma,- be regarded as untrue. However, it is de.finite that he

---

-

did not haw the starte in tdnd when he wrote Manfred and Cein • The
'

length

or t.'l>iese pieces and the abstractness ot tho charactere indicate

that he did not have 1n mind the same goal that he did with the "re
gular" dramas and llith 'Wemer. the stageworthiness or the fragments
need not be considered., of course •.
He at all times protected himself from possible failure. This can
be seen by the statements in the above-mentioned prefaces and b,y his
contention that he was writing tor a "mental theatre.His entire car,,er as a playwright is characterized by two aspects
of his complex personality, the artist and the egoist. He wrote some
thing which he thought was artistically superior, and he protected it

He made an excuse

with hie, very sensitive ego.

tor

eYer, failure, and

alter he ha.cl finished Werner, his last ccnpleted drama, he made an
excuse which is an attempt to smoothe over t.lie failure he had experienced
with the drama and at this time felt so strongl.7. After Werner was pub
lished, there was found a mtilated page or manuscript which bad been· 1n..
tended to accompany the pref'aoe
final sentence, which readat

or that plq.

It was attached to the

"The whole is neither intended, nor in

any shape adapted tor the stage." The addition (read:,) aa follows! •
• • • • Ot England or any other country• It. may seem
unnecessary to add this, bu.t haVing seen a poem ot mine
never intended for :representation, dragged in spito ot riv
re.monstrance upon the theatres ot more than one nation. I
trust it will not be deemed impertinent it I once more re
st �a1nst
groi!i) folly which may injure
peat my
llle--and �
efi.3] no one. If it bo lmderatood that. .!Y.,
dramatic uriting is geiterically intended tor .the stage, I
deny it. With the exceptioh.. <>t Shakespeare (or Tate,
cibber, and Thompscm. under
name), not ane in fifty
plays of our dramatists is ever acted, however much
they mq be read. Only one of· Massinga.-•-none ot Ford
none of Marlowe, one or Ben Joneon--none of Webster,
none or Heywood, and, even in come<11, CongnTe ia
rarel;y acted, and that is only one or his plays. Neither
is Joanna Baillie. I am tar t'rom attempting to raise mJ•
self to a level Yi.th the least or these names-I only wieh
to be @.emp� from a stage which 1• not theirs •• , . 1

If

his

Byron had once begun a comedy nand burnt it becauae the acene ran
into reali'tl•• a2 It was ditficult· tor him to race the reality of
failure, juat aa it was di.f'!'icult tor him to te.ce any reality, The
reason tho above quotation was omitted from the preface when the

-

Mattbev Arnold, Essaz� _!!l Criticism, P• ,366,
Read !F:2n,.1 P•

25.
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play was published is not known, but very possibly it was be caus e he
kept it back purposely.

To have printed it would have been much worse

than to admit failure to himself--he would have been admitting it to the
public, and failure in the eye or the public, to whom he had always
considered himself superior, would have been impossible to bear.
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